Fabrication of biomimetic compound eye on single crystal diamond.
In this study, a biomimetic compound eye (BCE) was realized on diamond by combining thermal reflow with dry etching techniques. Firstly, photoresist pillars were developed on diamond surface by standard photolithography. Then, these pillars were reflowed on a hotplate to form spherical segment patterns. Furthermore, dry etching technique was used to transfer these patterns into diamond surface to form the convex curve surface with diameter of 300 μm, on which, ommatidia with diameter of 18 μm and space of 35 μm were fabricated with the same processes to obtain BCE. Finally, the as-fabricated diamond BCE was characterized, indicating a well-uniformity according to the point spread function and exhibiting clear images of the testing pattern in projection experiment, which is expected to work under harsh conditions such as high intensity irradiation and strong acid.